Lesson 58 - Giving Peace

08/21/2011 MEETING: PRESENT – I AM, Bob and Cindy

BT – Drink My Spirit in. Let it nourish you. Now is the time to be prepared. You must know what to do. The riders are riding. Things will move faster and faster. Meet Me in the way. I will pass by and give instructions to My people. Behold I come like a thief in the night. Have your lamp oil ready. My bride is focused on Me. She will be waiting and ready. Go have communion and drink me in.

CT – Listen to the words from the fountain of a pen. Seek and you will find. Answer His call. March on to Zion. See and repair the lost. Answer the call. Stop the bouncing (of others); help them with answers. It’s a clear and straight path. Temperance is needed in the world. There is too much self. There needs to be more focus on the royal law (James 2:8 If you really fulfill the royal law according to the Scripture, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself, you do well).

What a gift I am offering! Help them to understand that this is the greatest gift of all. Patterns; the world’s patterns don’t fit correctly. My patterns, my designs fit. Languishing and laziness will not bring peace only I can do that. I am the giver of peace. Sin, corruption and lawlessness abounds. The world needs Me. Answer the questions. Help them to hear My call. Help them to feel My love and My peace. Be available. There’s your answer.

I Am the Giver of Peace

As the world seems to be getting crazier and crazier I felt like it would be a good time to write on peace. Peace is something we all want. It is a gift from the Lord.

John 14:27
“Peace I leave with you. My peace I give to you; not as the world gives do I give to you. Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid.

August 21st from the God Calling book states:

Behold, I make all things new. It is only the earthbound spirit that cannot soar. Worn-out and tired as you may seem, and pain-weary, I say unto you, “Behold, I make all things new.” That promise shall be fulfilled. Tenderly across the years, yet tenderly close and near to your tired noise-weary ears, I speak to you, My loved ones, today.

The Lord declares that He is the giver of peace and that He can make all things new. What do you think He means by I can make all things new? I think a hint comes from the very next sentence that stated, It is only the earthbound spirit that cannot soar. In order to have the peace that God gives, in order for the Lord to make all things new for you, you have to believe. You have to have faith in the Lord. He said an “earthbound spirit”, a person filled with the spirit of this world, cannot soar. No, we must have a faith that states, “With men this is impossible,
but with God all things are possible.” Matthew 19:26  Yes, with God all things are possible. More is required, however, than just the knowledge of God’s awesome power.

Many people acknowledge there is a God yet not all seek Him out. Remember, what He said to Bob, Drink My Spirit in. Let it nourish you. I think this is a good point to read the following page from THH website: [http://www.takehisheart.com/pdf/godsheart.pdf](http://www.takehisheart.com/pdf/godsheart.pdf) We can tell from reading that page from the website that the Lord wants us to get to know Him better. He wants us to understand what’s in His Heart and the thoughts behind the words, to drink His Spirit in. Remember this also from the THH website,

When I was taken to heaven, like Paul the apostle was, I faced what God meant when He said what He said in scripture. My thoughts, my understanding (what I had been taught), or my interpretation of His Word didn't 'hold water' there. "What God meant" is what you will face when you go to heaven. You will face God's thought behind His word and He, being absolute truth, won't be able to change or vary from what He meant on any subject just because you misunderstood, or were taught wrong by well-meaning men who love the Lord. The Holy Spirit is the only teacher who knows God's thought behind His word.

Once we begin learning His ways, discarding the traditions of men, our relationship with Him will naturally grow. This week the Lord also said, What a gift I am offering! (This reminds you of His heart in a bow doesn't it!) Help them to understand that this is the greatest gift of all. And then He said, Patterns; the world's patterns don't fit correctly. My patterns, my designs fit. When the Lord spoke these words on patterns, it reminded me of another spot on the THH website,

There were three main spots along and on the backbone of this body. All of these spots had a design. I meditated on these strange designs in the spots that seemed a little ridiculous to me. I said, "Lord, what are they?" He said, "They are patterns." That didn't help my understanding much at the time, but I knew He had told me this for a purpose. God had started to give me understanding of the original truth He had shown me. The spots are patterns, ways of doing things. Down through the years the Lord revealed what the individual spots are, through "things of the Spirit," here a little, there a little, until I came to understand what they are.

The three big spots are life-threatening, represented by being on the backbone, which is the foundation of the body. These are foundational spots and have to do with foundational beliefs and practices of the churches! They represent the wrong patterns or un-right, unrighteous ways of doing things, all produced by false doctrines and traditions of men.

So what I want you to get from all of this is that in addition to understanding God's awesome power we need to have His spirit living within us (Drink My Spirit In). But as we have learned in previous lessons we need to free ourselves of those “earthbound spirits” those old patterns of doing things. Then we will be well on our way to accomplishing this when we get rid of the three spots the Lord has taught us about.

Let’s review what we covered so far; first you need faith and second you need a relationship with Him that has grown with a knowledge of Him. And for the third part, what did He say this week, Languishing and laziness will not bring peace only I can do that. I am the giver of peace. Let’s look up the definition of these two words.
Languish- to be or become feeble, weak or enervated; to be or live in a state of depression or decreasing vitality; 2: to become dispirited, to suffer neglect; 3: to assume an expression of grief or emotion appealing for sympathy.
Lazy – disinclined to activity or exertion, not energetic or vigorous; encouraging inactivity or indolence; 2: moving slowly, sluggish; 3: droopy, lax; 4: placed on its side; 5: not rigorous or strict.

What are those two definitions communicating to you? I think the Lord is saying, not committing to Him, being weak and slow to enact what you have learned from the Lord, this laziness and languishing will not bring you peace. Once we have been given this information, once the seed has been planted it must grow in order for peace to come. We must act on the information the Lord has given us. Our God is a God of covenant, He does his part and you do your part. He has done His part. He has sent His prophet with the message that our patterns are wrong. We must do our part and change those patterns to come into covenant with Him. He is perfect, He cannot change, we must change. We must be refined.

The Lord is offering His Heart. He understands that our peace, true peace, cannot come from a relationship based on the wrong patterns of men. True peace will come through a committed relationship based on His patterns. We must institute these patterns delivered to us by His prophet in the book of remembrance. Time is getting short. It takes time to walk these patterns out in your life, and the Lord said, Now is the time to be prepared. You must know what to do. The riders are riding. Things will move faster and faster. Meet Me in the way. I will pass by and give instructions to My people.

We understand now that our true peace can only come from knowing and having a committed relationship with Him

The Lord said, I am the giver of peace. Commit yourself to the Lord and find peace.

2 Thessalonians 3:16
Now may the Lord of peace Himself give you peace always in every way. The Lord be with you all.

May the Lord Bless and Keep You,
Bob and Cindy

http://www.takehisheart.com